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Abstract

This note addresses a general electromagnetic problem of simulating

a distributed source at an interface of a conducting dielectric

by an array of pulsers. One possible application lies in the simula-

tion of the distributed source at the air-earth interface associated

with a nuclear EMP [I]. Other electromagnetic applications

may include geological prospecting, detection of buried objects

and study of the coupling of the field generated by natural

lightning to underground objects. In general, the design procedures

of arrays approximating distributed sources considered here are

applicable whenever, a need for coupling electromagnetic waves into

●
earth arises. Approximate theoretical considerations, as well as

design procedures for the arrays are discussed.
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I. Introduction

A general electromagnetic problem of simulating a

distributed source near an interface of a conducting dielectric is

addressed in this note. There exist many possible applications for

such a source. These include simulation of the distributed source

near an interface caused by a nuclear EMp, considered in some detail

in [1]. Geological prospecting and detection of buried objects such as

underground tunnels are also among possible applications. The need

in practice is to simulate ~he large distributed source by a suitable

collection of ‘point.’sources. We are concerned here with some aspects

of realization of a distributed source with discrete sources.

We consider a general technique of arraying pulse generators at

an air-earth interface with the view ‘ofproducing certain electromagnetic

environment in the lossy medium. Certain aspects of such distributed sources “

were considered in earlier works [2 “to5]. For the present, our interest

( is in simulating the.distributed source by transient pulse generators and .
—.

associated design considerations, including ways of launching the wave from

the pulser output switch onto the interface.

In this technique, the discrete sources are placed at the inter-

face and there could be a relatively highly conducting, non-magnetic

medium between the distributed source and earth’s surface. If such a

medium is employed; it should be relatively thin to allow the high

frequencies from the distributed source to propagate”through it to some

portions of the system.to be exposed near the interface. The”distributed

source is intended to be placed over those portions of the underground

site, which are near or even protrude above the earth’s surface.

Another important aspect of such a technique is that the

fast rising pulsers in the distributed source are triggered sequen-

tially across the site to yield a propagation speed (phase velocity)

greater than or equal to that of the speed of light c in air.

.. Furthermore, the amplitudes of the pulse generators can be decreasing
( in the direction of propagation, if the intended application requires

such a decaying amplitude.

3.—. . -..,. ~..,.., :..,T --,=--- ; . ,. :

..- .,... ., .../..,. . .,

—,. .

. ..- . . . . . . ..~x............ ...... ~— _
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In this note attention is focussed on approximation of the

distributed source by a two dimensional array of pulsers. Section

11 describes the requirements of the distributed source while

Section III considers the distributed source as an array. The

practical considerations in going from the output switch in an

individual pu

the interface

with a summar

se generator to an electromagnetic wave incident

form the subject of Section IV. The note ends

zing Section V followed by a list of references.

on
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● II. Distributed Source

The underlying idea of the present technique is to approxi-

mately generate some important features of the electromagnetic

fields required to be produced underground, by a two-dimensional

array of pulse sources near the interface. The basic geometry

is shown in figure 2.1, indicating a distributed source at a height

h above the interface between the two media. Ground is the lower

medium (z < O) with constitutive parameters C2, I_Ioand a2. The

region extending from O < z < h could be air or a thin conducting

medium represented by parameters ~ o and al, depending on the&,v

intended application and the level of sophistication in producing

the required underground fields. All parameters are assumed to

be independent of the y coordinate and furthermore, the finite

extents in +x and -x directions are also ignored. Note that

if medium 1 is unionized air, we may approximate

●
‘1 3 ‘o and

‘1=0”

The characteristic feature of the distributed source is

such that it establishes a tangential electric field (i.e., x directed)

on its plane at z = +h, of the tiine-domain form [5],

Es(x,y,h,t) = Eo(t - ~) e-xix (2.1)

where

,,

E. = transient waveshape, which is constant in

retarded time

v = speed of light in medium 1 ~ (~oE-/5 .

The above source field also exhibits an exponential

o
attenuation along the x direction with an e-folding distance of

x that could correspond to a decreasing amplitude in the direction

5
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,distributed source
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Figure 2.1. Distributed source near the interface.
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● of wave propagation. In the frequency domain, if the familiar

two-sided Laplace transformation to complex frequency s ~ (Q + ju)

is used, (2.1) becomes

--ysx
~s(x,y,h,s) = ~o(s) e

wi th

(2.2)

(2.3)

It is noted that the exponential attenuation in the x

direction in (2.1), conveniently becomes a part of the propagation

constant ys in the frequency domain sdurce equation above.

If the intended application is attempting to simulate

close-in EMP for instance, the source field described above is

similar to an EMP source near an air-earth interface in many

important respects as noted below:

a) it propagates at a speed > c—

b) its amplitude attenuates in a manner consistent

with that of the source

c) resulting fields and current densities can approximate

the same x-dependence as the source field.

It is also emphasized however, that typically Ul and c1

are taken as constants independent of time and position, which is

not in general the case in the nuclear EMP environment.

Observe that the source field prescribed above is the

● , tangential electric field and could well have been the tangential

magnetic field. The uniqueness of solutions of !laxwell]s equations

[6,7) is preserved under either prescription of the source field.

7
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In proving the uniqueness, one assumes two possible solutions with

the same given tangential field on the boundary of the region of

interest. The difference field is formed and found to satisfy a

Poynting’s theorem. Stratton [6] then shows that for linear,

isotropic (but possibly inhomogeneous) media, specification of

tangential ~ and H on the boundary and the initial values at.

time zero, is sufficient to specify fields uniquely within the

region at all times t>o. The argument can be extended to

anisotropic materials and certain classes of nonlinear materials

but not to materials that have multivalued relationships between

~ and ? (or ~ and ~). Although the uniqueness discussion

is in the context of regions with closed boundaries, it also

applies to open tegions extending to infinity (or “closed at

infinity”), provided certain radiation conditions are satisfied

by the fields. It is required that the products of fit and fi~

remain finite as z approaches infinity. In our present concept

of a distributed source, the source field is specified ~n a

boundary (z = h) that extends to infinity. Furthermore, the fields

arising from true charge and current sources contained within a

finite region in practice, do satisfy the radiation conditions.

The specification of the tangential electric source field as

opposed to the tangential magnetic field [2] has practical signi-

ficance since, from an engineering pojnt of view, the electric “

source field can be realized by an array of slats excited by a

set of pulsers triggered in an appropriate sequence. In other

words, practical considerations require that the ‘theoretically’

convenient distributed source be replaced by a collection of ‘

discrete sources. Such a practical approximation of the distributed

source by an array of discrete pulsers is the subject of the

following section.

8
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● III. Distributed Source As an Array

The desired form of the electromagnetic wave discussed

in the previous section applies directly to the high-frequency

or early-time part of the distributed source located physically

above that part of the system under exposure which are near the

surface. It is only these portions of the system that are

‘driven’ by the localized high-frequency sources. Practical

sources, e.g., charged capacitors and switches are discrete and

hence the distributed sheet source can only be realized by an

array of pulser modules. This matrix of modules is interconnected,

charged and triggered in a way that approximates the desired sheet

source.

Having said that we have an array of high frequency or

early-time modules, to be distributed in two dimensions (x and y

directions) at z = +h, two design choices are considered. They

● are i) in-line configuration and ii) staggered configuration

discussed below.

A. In-line configuration

This configuration is illustrated in figure 3.1

(reproduced from [4]) with a 3x 3 array of 9 modules and

covering approximately a rectangular area of the upper mediun 1.

ps Qy R and S fo~ a unit cell in this arrangement with

PQ = ??S=4x and QS=PR= Ay being the spacing along the

x and y directions respectively. Such an arrangement is

simple and results from an attempt to minimize the maximum time

from a pulser module to any point on the interface. For the

present, if all the modules are switched on simultaneously, the

above criterion leads to a square unit cell where in Ax = Aye,
o

corresponding to a maximum transit distance of

~(Axo/2)2 + (AYo/@ = AXo/ E = AY /fi

●
o

9
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Figure 3.1. High frequency modules arranged in an in-line configuration
[4]. ●
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● A 3 x 3 array of modules is considered only for illu-

strative purposes and typically a much larger number of modules

is desirable for improved uniformity and rise characteristics of

the electromagnetic wave. The general lay-out consists of conducting

slats along the y-direction i.e., perpendicular to the desired

electric field direction. These slats not only interconnect the

modules but also provide electrical contact with the medium

occupying the region O < Z< h. Between two adjacent conducting

slats is a row of modules, which are simultaneously triggered

establishing a potential drop and consequently an x-directed

electric field between adjacent slats. Successive rows are

triggered sequentially in the order of increasing x at times

that simulate a wave propagating in the +x direction at speed

greater than or equal to that of light c in free space. Within

each row, the triggered signal is distributed by electrical cables.

●
In order to improve the high frequency performance,

an alternative staggered” configuration is feasible as described

below.

B. Staggered configuration

Consider a staggered arrangement of the modules as

indicated in figure 3.2 with spacings of Ax and Ay along the

x and y directions respectively. The criterion of minimizing

the maximum transit time to any point on the array, under tile

assumption of simultaneous firing of all modules, leads to an

interesting result. By choosing for example (AX/Ay) = 0.5 and

neglecting the height

transit distance for a

is an improvement over

arrangement, under the

h of the distributed source, the maximum

given unit cell area is Ax = Ay/2 which

Ay/~~- if the modules were in an in-line

same assumption of Ax = lly/2.

The above outlined staggered configuration appears to

●
be more efficient if one were interested in a large two dimensional

array of modules. It is noted that the spacing along the direction

of the electric field (x direction) if one half the spacing along

the direction perpendicular to the electric field (y direction).

11
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In concluding this section, we may note a convention in

representing the various modules. Specifically, a matrix numbering

scheme is useful for the modules. The rows are along the y direction

and the columns are along the x or electric field direction. So

an (i , j) th module would then be located in the i th row and

j th column. One could also choose the lower left corner of the

array in its top view as the origin of a rectangular coordinate

system (x, y, z) for convenience.

Next, we turn our attention to the design considerations

in going from the ‘switch gap’ in the module to earth in a unit

cell , in the following section.

13
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IV. Design Considerations for Getting from
Switch to Earth in Unit Cell

There are many electromagnetic as well as practical design

considerations in going from the switch gap in the module to the

air-earth interface. The problem here is one of placing suitable

electrical conductors from the pulser modules to and including

the ground contacts or slats. The electromagnetic considerations

underlying this problem are discussed in this section under three

separate headings.

A. Brewster Angle Wave Launcher

A technique, utilizing the concept of a high-frequency

Brewster angle has been analyzed in the past [8], for placing

fast-rising transient electromagnetic fields over a ground surface.

Consider the problem of “matching” a pulsed wave into

ground, when the assumed incident plane wave is polarized such that

its magnetic field is parallel to the ground surface, as illustrated

in figure 4.1. For such a polarization, and for frequencies much

gr~ater than the relaxation frequency (0/E) of the ground medium,

there is an angle of’the incident wave at which there is insignificant

reflection of the incident wave from the ground surface. This angle

is termed the high-frequency Brewster angle [8].

With reference to figure 4.1, the reflection coefficient

in frequency domain for a step-function pulse is given by [S],

[

1

1’
* (sin(@l))*,1 -E-r

ih(s) = > (4%1)
r

[

‘r ~_l_ 1’3 (sin(OI))*~+s &r l+sr
r

where

over a quantity indicates Laplace transformed quantity

Sr = normalized complex frequency = str = st/tr
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d

●

incident w
wave \

z

reflected
wave

o)

x’

ground
(E2, uo, 02)

transmitted&
,.) wave

1,

Figure 4.1. Incident plane wave with its magnetic field
parallel to the interface between air and
ground media.
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s- =

t. =

tr =

61 z

In t

Rh(t

complex frequency

time variable
(4.2)

normalized time = E2/02

incident angle

me domain, the initial rise

= Srso/u
2

of Ph is g“ven by [9]

= ()+) = Lim
{}
SRJS)

S+m

[

Cos(el) -~~
&r

=

1Cos(el) +— (sin(Ol))z
&r

11

(4.3)

Setting the above quantity to zero defines the high-frequency

Erewster angle as

cos(OB) = & r

or

i--

E

sin(9B)
1 +rEr

(4.4)

There is also a more convenient relationship

~an(VB) = cot(eB) = l/~

,.

(4.5) :

16



● recalling that angles $ and 0 are measured from the interface

and its normal respectively. Although, Sr of soil is frequency

dependent, it appears to level off at high frequencies [10]. An

example value of Sr = 10 results in 4B = 17.6°.

As was pointed out earlier, this high-frequency Brewster

angle concept is valid for times of the order of relaxation time

of the ground. The ground medium behaves like a conductor at

low frequencies and like a dielectric at high frequencies. Equi-

valently, it starts out as a dielectric at early times and then

transitions into a conductor at later times and the relaxation

time is some measure of the characteristic time tr which the

Brewster angle concept is valid. Such a characteristic time tr

was used earlier in normalizing the frequency variable, and is

given by

tr = (&2/02) = (Eo&r/02) (4.7)

Inthis time, anelectromagnetic wave in air (above the ground)

propagates a distance

CEE
or

E’
d
r:

Ctr = — ‘
‘2

%

wi th

r‘o
zo:~ (free space wave impedance)

o

(4.8)

= 377 Q

17
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Consider some typical values as indicated below.

example i) E = 10 9 C7, = 10-2 S/m
r L

tr = 8.85 ns , d = 2.65 m
r

(4.10)

example ii) Er = 10 Y ‘2
= 10-3 S/m

tr = 88.5 ns 9 dr = 26.5 m

The above examples indicate that for unit cell dimensions of the

order of 1 m the high-frequencyB rewster angle concept is approximately

valid.

In order to minimize early time reflections using the above

outlined Brewster-angle concept, one may consider a unit cell

geometry illustrated in figure 4.2. Both Imp and side views of

a unit cell of the pulser ,array are shown. The ‘unit cell has dimen-

sions of 2b’ x 2a’. In the ideal case of a plane wave incident on

the interface (figure 4.1), there is but one value of Brewster

angle @3 as already discussed. In the present realistic case of

figure 4.2, the waves emanating at the switch gap are spherical

and not planar. For ‘an incident wave directed at an angle a with

respect to the x axis, the Brewster angle for the conductor(s)

is $B. The angld a of the wave direction is measured from the

-x axis, as viewed from above. The height h(’a) of the conductor

required to be placed between the switch gap and the interface,.

(side view of ffgure 4.2), is given by

h(a) = tan($8)
w

(4.11)

= tan($B’) ib’ - 1x11

18
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so that $B’ is an “effective” Brewster angle projected on the

xz plane with

tan(OB’) = tan($B)/cos{u) (4.12)

It is observed that the above expression indicates a variation in

the Brewster angle and may be interpreted as a larger height h as

one moves away from the X2 plane or decreasing a. One may

conclude then that a certain optimization of the shaping of the

conductor between the switch gap and the interface is essential ,

in order that the high-frequency Brewster angle concept be applicable.

Such an optimization is perhaps best done experimentally.

Next, we turn our attention to the impedance that the pulser

array drives for its unit cell.

20
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B. Impedance of Unit Cell

A unit cell of the pulser array, schematically shown in

figure 4.2(a) has the dimensions of 2a’ x 2b’ in the z = +h

plane. If we consider times sufficiently greater than the transit

times [d- /cl from the switch gap to the farthest point

in the unit cell (a corner) as projected on the xy plane, the

electric field is approximately parallel to the planes y = ~a’

and X = +b’ may be considered as equipotentials. Under such an—

approximation, the impedance driven by a unit cell of the pulser

array is given by

Z.
=

J-& r

which at high frequencies,

: Ce,l(s) = ul
d-Er

where the geometric factor

f= b’/a’
9

(4.13)

f, [, +-]-’

reduces to

(4.14)

f is
9

In writing down the unit cell impedance above, the electro-

●
magnetic energy radiated above the unit cell (z > h) has been

neglected. Such an upward radiated field in general offer an additional

load to the pulser in parallel with the ground load.

(4.15)
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One may consider some ~llustrative cases as follows

example i) Er = 10 and (b’/a’) = 1 (square cell)

- ‘cell
(at high frequencies) = 119 Q

(4.16)

example ii) Er = 10 and (b’/a’) = 0.5 (rectangular cell)

- ‘cell
(at high frequencies)” = 60 Q

In the above expressions, frequencies are high enough to satisfy

the inequality

and at h+gh frequencies, the impedance driven by a unit, cell is “

seen to be ‘in the range of 60 Q (rectangular cell with.b’/a’ = 0;5)

to 120 !2 (square cell with b’/a’ = 1). The effect of ground

conductivity o is to lower this impedance at lower frequencies.

Within the unit cell (2a’ x 2b’), the width of the co~ductor

w may be crudely estimated as follows. In the yz plane, le,t the

conductor of width w be at a hei~jht of ho above the ground

surface. For w >> ho , the transmission line formed by the ~

conductor and the ground (assumed perfectly conducting) has an ‘

impedance

22
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●

● where ~Bll is some average of ?,IB and lJB’ discussed earlier.

The above estimate is quite approximate and a more accurate

estimation would consider the fringe fields around the edges and

above the conductor. Note, however, that these fringe fields are

in undesirable directions for matching into the ground within the unit

cell . The inclusion of fringe fields leads to

z
cell ~ z ~’
2 02

(4.1’3)

with fg’ given as a function of (2ho/w) (see for example [II]).

Using the simpler of the two approximations above, we have from

(4.18),

Z.

;=2++=- tan($B”)

‘eel 1
(4.20)

Z.
1~-

z J-&cell r

Substituting for i from (4.14) and using (4.15), we have
cell.

For the two examples considered, we then have

(4.21)

23



i) rectangular cell b’/a’ = 1/2

(4.22)

ii) square cell b’/a’ = 1

The above estimates of conductor width w are somewhat

exaggerated because of the fringe fields. However, it ,does point

out that the optimal width w is close to almost the full value

of the cell width a.

In what follows, we turn our attention to the impedance

of the transition between a unit cell of the pu!ser array and the

interface.

c. Impedance of Transition (conical model)

A possible geometry of the unit cell was illustrated in

figure 4.2. In the gap region, where the high voltage source is

applied, the conductors are narrow and receive current from a

relatively small region. We mayestimate the half angle of

divergence 60 of the gap using the results in [12]. This angle

00 is small and also the conductors forming the gap region are

assumed to be in a common plane z = +-h. Equating the pulse impedance

Zg of the conical gap region [12] to the unit cell impedance ~cell

derived earlier,

‘g=* “‘Cc”
24

●

d

●

(4.23)



‘“[’ ’41 ‘ i +-
cell

or

or

e.
tan [)

~ , ,-[;R H-2-

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

For the two examples considered earlier, we get

~,
example i) ~ = 1 , c = 10 >eo = 19”

r

(4.27)
b’

example ii) ~ = 1/2 , Er = 10 >60 = 1.6°

Employing the conical model of figure 4.2, it is seen that the

half angle e. is too small and impractical from a high-voltage

point of view. For this reason, we consider a modification in the

pulser region as indicated in figure 4.3. The pulser can now be

●
modelled as a gap between two metallic plates.
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● D. Impedance of Transition (Transmission Line Model)

If the unit cell dimensions are such that a’ > b’ (see

figure 4.3), parallel plate metallic flanges may be introduced as

a correction to the unit cell geometry. Th

can then be modelled as a transmission line

symbolically represented as a switch across

effective impedance of the transmission, line

z
trans

= 2 Zce,,

to account for the two waves propagating on

from the switch in the + and - y directions,

s parallel plate sect”on

and the source is

the plates. Make the

z
trans’

(4.28)

the transmission line away

Furthermore, corrections

to the plates, at the ends may also be introduced to minimize the

reflections. The height h as well as the flange separation 2 al

and width 2b1 can be experimentally varied while monitoring the

impedance matching via time doman refl,ectometry. Shaping or introduc-

tion of suitable ben’ding in the butterfly like structure is also easily

accomplished and is consistent ”with the earlier concept of the high-

‘frequency Brewster angle required in eliminating or at least. minimizing

reflections at the ,interface. “

In concluding this section, it is noted that some basic

electromagnetic considerations involved in getting from the switch

to the interface in a unit cell of the pulser array have been discussed

above. However, in the practical implementation of these concepts,

scale model experiments designed to optim

‘) on one cell to start wit,h,would be benef

ze the conductor surfaces

cial .
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v. Summary

In this note we have addressed a general electromagnetic

problem of coupling fields into the ground.

of a two-dimensional distribution of pulsers

to and near the interface. The pulser array

cell repeating itself in the two directions.

siderations such as; the ~mpedance driven by

The technique consists

on a ‘surface’ parallel

comprises of a unit

Electromagnetic con-

a unit cell, possible

unit cell geometries in terms of matching the pulse impedance in

the switch gap region to the cell impedance, exploiting the concept

of high--Frequency Brewster angle in order to minjmize reflections

off the interface, are discussed in this note. It.is also observed

that in the practical implementation of these ideas, carefully

designed experimental optimization procedures are useful; especially

in the context of shaping the conductor surfaces between the switch

gap and the ground surface.

The usefulness of this technique lies in any application

requiring the production “and propagation of electromagnetic fields

into a conducting (Iossy) dielectric medium. Example applications

include a) simulating natural lightning induced fields into ground,

to study’ its coupling to buried systems, b) geological prospecting,

c) detection of underground objects such as tunnel’s and d) simulation

of EMP fields underground emanating an EMP near the interface.
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